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ARTICLE I 
AGREEMENT
 
 Ths Agreement made and entered nto ths st day of July 2007 
at Des Mones, Iowa, pursuant to the provsons of Chapter 20 of the 
Iowa Code, by and between the State of Iowa (herenafter referred 
to as the Employer) and the State Police Officers Council, and its 
appropriate affiliated sub-organizations (hereinafter referred to as 
the Councl), as representatves of employees employed by the State 
of Iowa, as set forth specifically in the Recognition Clause. 
PURPOSE OF AGREEMENT 
 It s the ntent and purpose of the partes hereto that ths Agreement 
consttutes an mplementaton of the provsons of Chapter 20 of 
the Iowa Code, consstent wth the legslatve authorty contaned 
therein.
 The partes do hereby acknowledge that ths Agreement represents 
an amcable understandng reached by the partes as the result of 
the unlmted rght and opportunty of the partes to make any and 
all demands wth respect to the subjects of barganng as set forth 
in Chapter 20 of the Iowa Code. 
2ARTICLE II
RECOGNITION AND UNION SECURITY 
SECTION 1 Bargaining Unit 
 The Employer recognizes the Council as the exclusive collective 
barganng agent for publc safety employees as lsted below: 
PUBLIC SAFETY UNIT 
Classification Department 
Conservation Officers*  Natural Resources 
Park Rangers*  Natural Resources 
Specal Agents  Publc Safety 
Gaming Enforcement Officers  Public Safety 
Fre Inspector   Publc Safety 
Fre Inspector 2  Publc Safety 
Trooper   Publc Safety 
Trooper 2  Publc Safety 
Trooper 3  Publc Safety 
Trooper-Pilots  Public Safety 
Senior Trooper-Pilots  Public Safety 
*These job classification titles are used for clarification purposes 
only. Both classifications have equal peace officer authority as 
provided for in Chapter 97B, Sections 801.4, and 456A.13, and all 
other pertinent sections of the Code of Iowa.
 
 Employees excluded from the public safety bargaining unit are 
all managerial, supervisory, confidential, part-time and all other 
employees of the State of Iowa. 
 The Employer wll provde the Councl thrty (30) days advance 
notice of the establishment of any new peace officer classifications, 
or any changes in the present peace officer classifications. The 
parties will review all such new or changed classifications. If 
unable to reach agreement as to their inclusion or exclusion 
from the barganng unt, they shall submt such new or changed 
classifications to the Iowa Public Employment Relations Board. 
3 The Employer agrees to furnish forty-five (45) days advance 
notce to affected employees of any permanent changes n job 
classifications. Such notification shall be for informational purposes 
only and shall not prevent the Employer from making the change. 
SECTION 2 Dues Deduction 
 A. Upon receipt of a voluntary written individual order from 
any of ts employees covered by ths agreement, on forms provded 
by the Councl, the Employer wll deduct from the pay due such 
employee those amounts as specified below. 
 Such order shall be effectve for membershp dues, deductons 
for lfe nsurance plans, and other such deductons as are mutually 
agreed upon by the Employer and the Council. Such deductions 
shall become due after the authorization order has been delivered 
to the payroll office of the employing unit. Deductions shall be 
made only when the employee has sufficient earnings to cover 
same after deductions of Social Security, federal taxes, state taxes, 
retirement, health insurance, and life insurance. Deductions shall 
be in such amounts as shall be certified to the Employer in writing 
by the authorized representative of the Council. The Employer 
recognizes that the Council is composed of several independent 
sub-organizations, and the deductions for the employees in said 
independent sub-organizations may be different. The Council will 
at all tmes certfy to the Employer the deductons requested by any 
independent sub-organizations. 
 Any employee transferred from the jursdcton of one ndependent 
sub-organization to another independent sub-organization within 
the certified bargaining unit shall provide the payroll office of the 
new employng unt wth a sgned transfer card pror to the end 
of the pay period during which transfer became effective. New 
authorizations must be submitted as indicated above by employees 
returning from leave of absence without pay in excess of thirty (30) 
days. The Employer will remit all such deductions to the Council 
wthn ten (0) workng days after the payday coverng the pay 
perod of deducton to an address provded the Employer by the 
Council. 
4 The authorization orders must remain in effect for at least twelve 
(2) consecutve months or untl the end of the current contract 
period, whichever occurs first. After that time, the authorization 
orders can only be termnable by the employee gvng at least thrty 
(30) days, but not more than one-hundred twenty (120) days, written 
notice to the employer. 
 The Councl agrees to ndemnfy and save harmless the Employer 
from any payments the Employer may be requred to make arsng 
out of any such acton taken or not taken by the Employer for the 
purposes of complying with the provisions of this Section. 
 Requests for changes related to dues deduction amounts shall be 
made at least thrty (30) days pror to the effectve date of such 
deductions. Requests for changes shall be made without charge. 
Such changes n dues deducton shall be lmted to twce per year 
per sub-organization. 
 On a monthly bass, and at no cost to the Councl, the Employer 
shall contnue to provde the Councl wth a computer dsk, n a 
format agreeable to both partes, showng each barganng unt 
employee’s name, home address, payroll number, work locaton, 
pay grade, step, bi-weekly rate, insurance information, and any 
other information mutually agreed to. Each time the 10-digit payroll 
header file is changed, but no less than annually, the Employer shall 
provde the Councl wth a lst showng the header codes and code 
key. 
 B. PAC Deduction. Upon receipt of a voluntary written individual 
order from any of the employees covered by ths agreement, on 
forms provded by the Councl, the Employer wll deduct from 
the pay due such employee those amounts as specified for PAC 
deduction. 
 The applcable terms and condtons regardng deductons as 
outlned n Subsecton A above shall also be n force for deductons 
made under this subsection. 
5SECTION 3 Bulletin Boards 
 The Employer shall provide space sufficient for three (3) 
8½” x 11” notices on existing bulletin boards at locations where 
bulletn boards are presently located for use by the local Councl 
and its independent sub-organizations to enable employees of the 
bargaining unit to see notices posted thereon. All notices shall 
relate to the matters lsted below: 
 A. Recreational and/or social affairs of the Council or its 
independent sub-organizations. 
 B. Council appointments or appointments by the independent 
sub-organizations. 
 C. Council or independent sub-organization elections and 
campaign material from candidates to such elections. 
 D. The results of any Council or independent sub-organization 
election. 
 E. Notices of any Council or independent sub-organization 
meeting or meetings, and the minutes from such meetings. 
 F. Such other materials as may be mutually agreed upon by the 
Employer and the Council. 
 G. Communications or letters to Council members from the 
officers or legal counsel of the Council. 
 No political campaign literature or material detrimental to the 
Employer or Council shall be posted. 
SECTION 4 Council Activity 
 Bargaining unit employees, including Council officers and 
representatves, shall not conduct any Councl actvty or busness 
on State time and property, except as specifically authorized by the 
provisions of this Agreement. However, this limitation shall not be 
construed to preclude employees from readng Councl materal 
placed on bulletn boards whle on duty, or prohbtng nformal 
discussion among the employees of this unit during non-work 
time. 
 The Employer agrees to allow Councl representatves reasonable 
access to State property to meet and confer wth employees durng 
their non-work time. The Council representative will notify 
and obtan the permsson of the affected employees’ mmedate 
supervisors prior to such meetings on State property. Such 
permission will not be unreasonably withheld. 
 The Employer further agrees to permt the Councl or ts 
independent sub-organizations to hold meetings in such State 
facilities as are mutually agreed upon. 
SECTION 5 Council Meetings 
 Upon receiving five (5) days advance notice, the Employer will 
attempt to reschedule days off for up to eghteen (8) employees for 
the purpose of attending Council meetings. Employees attending 
such meetings shall be allowed to utilize earned compensatory time, 
vacation, or leaves of absences without pay at their discretion. 
 Members of the barganng unt shall be allowed to attend 
general membership meetings of the Council. Any member of the 
barganng unt who s on duty at the tme such meetng s held n 
the Patrol Dstrct shall be allowed to travel to and from the meetng 
va ther assgned state vehcle and shall use compensatory tme, 
vacaton or unpad leave durng the tme the employee s actually 
in attendance at the meeting. The Employer may require that 
minimum staffing levels be maintained during any such meeting. If 
the meeting extends beyond the end of an employee’s duty day, the 
employee shall not be in pay status during the return trip home. 
 The Employer recognizes that due to the members of the 
barganng unt beng dspersed throughout the state, a seres of 
meetngs held n varous geographc locatons throughout the state; 
e.g., Patrol Districts, will be considered one general membership 
meeting. The Council may only exercise this section of the contract 
once per calendar year. 
7 The Councl shall be allowed use of state facltes for such 
meetings when they are available. The Council shall provide the 
Employer with 14 calendar days advance written notice of such 
meetings. 
SECTION 6 Council Leave 
 The Employer agrees that one (1) elected officer of the Council 
shall, upon the wrtten request of the Councl, be granted a leave of 
absence without pay for the term of office, for a period not to exceed 
two (2) years unless the absence of the employee would cause a 
substantial hardship on the operating efficiency of the employing 
unit. Grievances involving the issue of whether a substantial 
hardship does in fact exist may be appealed directly to arbitration 
pursuant to Article IV of the Agreement. At the end of the two-
year period, the elected official may request an extension of the 
leave of absence without pay. The employee shall retain his or her 
original date of employment for the computation of seniority. When 
the employee returns from ths leave of absence, the employee 
shall return to the same job classification, division, location, and 
assignment. However, if the position no longer is available, the 
employee shall be allowed to transfer to an open poston n the 
same job classification. If there are no open positions in the same 
job classification, the employee may bump the least senior person 
in the job classification and division. 
ARTICLE III 
MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
 Consstent wth ths Agreement, Management shall have, n 
addton to all powers, dutes, and rghts establshed by consttutonal 
provision, statute, ordinance, charter, or special act, the exclusive 
power, duty, and the rght to: 
 1. Direct the work of its public employees. 
 2. Hire, promote, demote, transfer, assign and retain public 
employees in positions within the public agency. 
 3. Suspend or discharge public employees for proper cause. 
 4. Maintain the efficiency of governmental operation. 
8 5. Relieve public employees from duties because of lack of work 
or for other legitimate reasons. 
 6. Determine and implement methods, means, assignments, and 
personnel by whch the publc employer’s operatons are to be 
conducted. 
 7. Take such actions as may be necessary to carry out the mission 
of the public employer. 
 8. Initiate, prepare, certify and administer its budget. 
 9. Exercise all powers and duties granted to the public employer 
by law. 
 
ARTICLE IV
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
SECTION 1 Definition 
 For the purposes of this Agreement, a grievance shall be defined 
as a wrtten complant by an employee or the Councl nvolvng an 
alleged violation of a specific provision of the Agreement, or the 
interpretation or application of a term of this Agreement. 
 A grevance shall contan a clear and concse statement of the 
grevance by ndcatng the ssue nvolved, the relef sought, the date 
the alleged volaton took place or s alleged to have taken place, 
and the specific section or sections of the Agreement involved. The 
grevance shall be wrtten on mutually agreed upon forms furnshed 
by the Councl and shall be sgned and dated by the employee, the 
Council, or its representative. The grievance shall be presented 
to the mmedate supervsor or, for grevances affectng more 
than one employee, to the appropriate department designee. The 
Council may contact the appropriate Human Resources Enterprise 
representatve to determne who s the approprate department 
designee. The grievant (or steward) shall forward a copy of the 
grievance to the Council. 
SECTION 2 Right of Representation 
 An employee may choose to have the approprate Councl 
representative present at any step of the grievance procedure. 
Indvdual employees shall have the rght to present grevances n 
person at steps one, two and three of the grievance procedure. 
 The arbtraton provsons of ths Agreement may only be 
nvoked by the Councl and, n the case of an employee’s grevance, 
only with the approval of the employee. An employee shall be 
represented in arbitration by the Council. Any settlement reached 
at any step of the grevance procedure shall not be nconsstent wth 
the provisions of this Agreement. 
SECTION 3 Procedure 
 All grevances must be presented promptly to the grevant’s 
mmedate supervsor or, for grevances affectng more than one 
employee, to the approprate department desgnee and no later 
than twenty-one (21) calendar days from the date the grievant(s) 
first became aware of, or should have become aware of, with the 
exercise of reasonable diligence, the cause of such grievance; 
however, under no crcumstances shall a grevance be consdered 
timely after six (6) months from the date of occurrence. 
Step 1. 
 Within fourteen (14) calendar days of receipt of the written 
grevance from the employee or the Councl representatve, the 
mmedate supervsor or the approprate department desgnee wll 
schedule a meetng wth the employee and the Councl representatve 
to discuss and attempt to resolve the grievance. A written answer 
wll be returned to the employee and the Councl representatve 
within seven (7) calendar days of the meeting. 
Step 2. 
 If dissatisfied with the Employer’s answer in Step l, to be 
consdered further, the grevance must be appealed to the approprate 
department designee within fourteen (14) calendar days from receipt 
of the answer in Step l. The appropriate department designee will 
meet wth the employee and the Councl representatve wthn 
fourteen (14) calendar days to discuss and attempt to resolve the 
grievance. A written answer will be placed on the grievance form 
followng the meetng by the approprate department desgnee and 
returned to the employee and the Councl representatve wthn 
seven (7) calendar days of the meeting. 
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 The partes may mutually agree to wave ths step of the grevance 
procedure and proceed directly from Step 1 to Step 3. 
Step 3. 
 If dissatisfied with the Employer’s answer in Step 2, to 
be consdered further, the grevance must be appealed by a 
representative of the Council to the Chief Operating Officer of 
the Human Resources Enterprise or designee within fourteen (14) 
calendar days from receipt of the answer in Step 2. The Human 
Resources Enterprise representative will schedule a meeting with 
the employee and the Council representative within fourteen (14) 
calendar days of recept of the appeal to dscuss and attempt to 
resolve the grievance. 
 Followng ths meetng, the wrtten decson wll be forwarded 
to the grevant and the Councl representatve wthn thrty (30) 
calendar days from the date of the grievance meeting. 
Step 4. 
 Grevances whch have not been settled under the foregong 
procedure may be appealed to arbitration via the Human Resources 
Enterprise within twenty-one (21) calendar days from the date of 
the answer n Step 3, or the grevance wll be consdered nelgble 
for appeal to arbitration. If an unresolved grievance is not appealed 
to arbtraton, t shall be consdered termnated on the bass of the 
thrd step answer wthout prejudce or precedent n the resoluton 
of future grievances. The issue, together with the Section(s) alleged 
volated, as stated durng the thrd step shall consttute the sole and 
entre subject matter to be heard by the arbtrator, unless the partes 
mutually agree to modify the scope of the hearing. 
 Where two (2) or more grievances are appealed to arbitration, 
an effort wll be made by the partes to agree upon the grevances 
to be heard by any one arbitrator. The cost of the arbitrator and 
expenses of the hearing will be shared equally by the parties. A 
court reporter may be requested by ether party and shall be pad by 
the requesting party. Both parties may agree to share the expenses 
of a court reporter. Except as hereinafter provided, each of the 
parties shall bear the cost of their own witnesses. 

 Arbtraton decsons must be rendered wthn thrty (30) calendar 
days of the close of the record. The arbitrator will have no authority 
to add to, subtract from, alter, amend or modfy any provsons of 
ths Agreement or mpose on ether the Employer or the Councl 
any limitation or obligation not specifically provided for under the 
terms of this Agreement. The decision of the arbitrator shall be 
final and binding on both parties of this Agreement, provided such 
decision does not exceed the arbitrator’s jurisdiction or authority. 
 The Employer shall have the opton of selectng the locaton of 
one disciplinary arbitration each year of this Agreement. All other 
arbtratons shall be held n Des Mones unless otherwse mutually 
agreed. 
 The partes wll attempt to gve prorty to grevances nvolvng 
discharge from employment. 
Section 4 – Time Limits
 Grevances not appealed wthn the desgnated tme lmts at any 
step of the grevance process wll be consdered as havng been 
adjudcated on the bass of the last precedng answer, wthout 
prejudice or precedent in any subsequent grievance.  
 The partes acknowledge the grevance procedure as a problem 
resoluton process and wll make every effort to ensure that 
grievances are processed in a timely manner.  The failure of the 
Employer to timely respond to a grievance filing or to schedule a 
grevance meetng per the contractual procedures, wthout pror 
agreement of the Council to extend the time for processing, will 
constitute a denial of the grievance and automatic appeal to the next 
step in the grievance procedure.  
 Grievances may be appealed to the next higher step within fourteen 
(14) calendar days of the expiration of the designated time limits, 
except when appealed from step 3 to 4 the appeal will be considered 
timely if filed within twenty-one (21) days of the expiration of the 
designated time limits. The parties may mutually agree in writing 
to modify the time limits in any step of the grievance procedure. 
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 The malng of the grevance form shall consttute a tmely appeal 
if postmarked within the appeal period. Transmission of a facsimile 
document shall be an acceptable means of communcaton for all 
requrements of ths artcle provded the facsmle contans a date 
and time header. A Transmission/Reception Report printed by the 
facsimile machine shall be sufficient proof of the transmission. Both 
partes wll provde the other wth lsts of desgnated representatves 
and addresses. 
 When a grievance is appealed to arbitration via the Human 
Resources Enterprise, the parties will make every effort to schedule 
the date of the arbtraton hearng wthn one hundred eghty (80) 
calendar days or one hundred twenty (20) calendar days for a 
dscharge grevance, from the date the grevance was appealed to 
arbitration. However, in order to be eligible for arbitration, the date 
for the hearng wll be no more than two hundred seventy (270) 
calendar days from the date of the appeal to arbitration. 
SECTION 5 Retroactivity 
 Settlement of grevances may or may not be retroactve as equtes 
of a particular case or cases may demand. If it is determined that 
the award should be applied retroactively, the maximum period 
of retroactvty allowed shall be a date not earler than thrty (30) 
calendar days pror to the date of ntaton of the wrtten grevance 
in Step l. However, retroactivity of up to six (6) months may be 
appled by the arbtrator f the award nvolves the nonpayment of 
any wages or fringe benefits to any employee and if the arbitrator 
specifically finds that the employee and/or the Council did not have 
knowledge of such volaton prevous to the ntaton date of the 
written grievance. 
SECTION 6 Exclusive Procedure 
 The grievance procedure set out above shall be exclusive and 
shall replace any other grevance procedure for adjustment of any 
dsputes arsng from the applcaton and nterpretaton of ths 
Agreement. 
SECTION 7 Number of Stewards 
 The Councl may desgnate grevance representatves who are 
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members of the bargaining unit. The Council shall provide the Human 
Resources Enterprise with a list of grievance representatives which 
shall include the name, address, telephone number, and suborganization 
of each representative at least annually or as representatives change. 
The Employer wll supply the Councl wth a lst of the mmedate 
supervisors to be contacted on grievance matters. 
SECTION 8 Processing Grievances 
 Councl representatves who are members of the barganng unt 
and grevants wll receve ther regular rate of pay for tme spent 
n grevance meetngs wth management whch are held durng 
their regularly scheduled hours of employment. The Employer 
s not responsble for compensaton of employees for processng 
grievances outside of regularly scheduled work hours. Only one (1) 
local Councl grevance representatve wll be n pay status for any 
one grievance. 
 Further, n a group grevance, only one () of the grevants shall 
be in pay status as spokesperson for the group. The Council will 
designate the group grievant in pay status. (Group grievances are 
defined as, and limited to, those grievances which cover more than 
one employee, and whch nvolve lke crcumstances and facts for 
the grievants involved.) 
 The Employer s not responsble for any travel or subsstence 
expenses incurred by grievants or Council representatives in 
the processing of grievances. The Employer agrees to schedule 
grevance meetngs durng the grevant’s shft unless an alternate 
meeting is mutually agreed upon. 
SECTION 9 Use of State Facilities 
 The grevant and the Councl representatves shall be allowed to use 
a State vehicle to attend scheduled grievance hearings or meetings.
 In the processng of grevances, employees, by obtanng pror 
approval from their supervisor and during non-work time, shall be 
allowed reasonable use of the Employer’s typewrters, duplcatng 
equipment and other items mutually agreed upon. 
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SECTION 10 Discipline and Discharge 
 The parties recognize the authority of the Employer to suspend, 
dscharge, or take other approprate dscplnary acton aganst 
employees for just cause. When an employee is disciplined, the 
Employer wll state n wrtng the volaton and the manner n 
which the violation occurred. An employee who alleges that such 
acton was not based on just cause may appeal a suspenson or 
dscharge, taken by the Employer begnnng wth the thrd step of 
the grievance procedure. Written reprimands shall begin with the 
first step of the grievance procedure. 
 There shall be no suspenson of an employee whch results n a loss 
of pay or benefits until an initial investigation has been conducted. 
No employee shall incur a loss of pay until such disciplinary action 
s approved by ether the Patrol Area Commander, Dvson of 
Crmnal Investgaton Assstant Drector, Fre Marshal, Drector 
of Division of Narcotics Enforcement of the Department of the 
Public Safety, or Chief of Bureau of Law Enforcement, Chief of 
Field Operations, Department of Natural Resources, or in their 
absence a supervisor of equal or higher position within the Agency. 
The Employer reserves the rght to suspend an employee wth pay 
pending the outcome of the initial investigation. Any disciplinary 
acton or measure mposed upon an employee may be processed as 
a grievance through the grievance procedure. An Employer shall 
not discipline an employee without just cause, recognizing and 
considering progressive discipline where applicable. 
 The Councl shall receve wrtten notce of any dscplnary acton 
imposed upon an employee within five (5) working days of the time 
such action is taken. The Council shall designate one address for 
the life of the contract to which such notice shall be sent. 
SECTION 11 Reduction of Wages 
 When the Employer establishes that a violation of an attendance 
policy exists, within pay grade reductions may be imposed. Such 
reductons shall be a step n the correctve dscplne process and 
shall be imposed in lieu of pay loss resulting from suspension. Such 
reductons shall be grevable pursuant to Artcle IV and shall be 
subject to a just cause standard. 
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Attendance polces shall be consdered a work rule as referenced 
in Article XI, Section 1. 
SECTION 12 Exclusion of Probationary Employees 
 Notwithstanding Section 10 above, nor any other provision(s) of 
ths Agreement, the release of probatonary employees shall not be 
subject to the grievance procedure. 
ARTICLE V
SENIORITY 
SECTION 1 Definition 
 Senorty shall be determned by the date of orgnal appontment 
to a permanent poston wth the State of Iowa; that s, the employee 
wth the earlest date shall be consdered havng the greatest 
seniority. Such seniority will be changed only where the employee 
is separated from state service by discharge, resignation, or layoff. 
Where separation has occurred and the employee is subsequently 
rehired, the date of rehire will begin the seniority date. 
 Where the employee is laid off and recalled within eighteen (18) 
months thereof, he or she shall retan hs or her orgnal date of 
employment for the computaton of senorty adjusted for the tme 
he or she was off. 
 In the event two or more employees have the same orgnal 
date of employment, senorty of one as aganst the other shall be 
determned by the last four numbers of the affected employees’ 
socal securty numbers, wth the employee havng the lowest four 
digit number being considered as having the greatest seniority. 
 Management will be required to apply seniority as defined above 
only as specifically provided in this Agreement and subject to 
any lmtatons set forth n any partcular artcle or secton of ths 
Agreement. 

SECTION 2 Seniority Lists 
 The Employer shall prepare and mantan senorty lsts as 
defined in this Article in Sections 1 and 3. The lists shall be updated 
semiannually and contain each employee’s name, classification and 
seniority date. A copy of said lists shall be provided to the Council 
upon request but not more than two (2) copies per contract year. 
SECTION 3 
 Notwithstanding the foregoing, for purposes of Layoff Procedure, 
Article VI; and Transfers, Article VII; and Hours of Work, Article 
VIII; senorty shall be determned as the employee’s length of 
service with the Employer in a peace officer classification within 
the Department. 
ARTICLE VI
LAYOFF PROCEDURE 
SECTION 1 Application of Layoff 
 The Council recognizes the right of management to lay off or to 
reduce the hours of employment n accordance wth the procedures 
set forth in this Article, except that such procedures shall not 
apply to any temporary layoff of less than twenty (20) consecutve 
calendar days. In such cases, employees will be laid off by seniority 
within classification and organizational unit. 
SECTION 2 General Layoff Procedures 
When a layoff occurs, the following general rules shall apply: 
A. Layoff shall be by classification as set forth in Article II, 
Recognition and Union Security, Section 1, Bargaining Unit. 
B. Layoff may be by organizational unit of an agency or agency-
wide. When layoff is by organizational unit of an agency, 
the organizational unit will be no smaller than as follows: by 
dstrct for State Patrol, Dvson of Crmnal Investgaton, 
Fire Marshal, Division of Narcotics Enforcement, and 
Department of Natural Resources. 
C. An agency may not lay off permanent employees until they 
have terminated all non-permanent employees within the 
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layoff unit in the same classification in the following order: 
emergency, temporary, ntermttent, career development, and 
probationary. For purposes of layoff, for employees in the 
Department of Publc Safety, the probatonary perod as used 
in this Section is the first twelve (12) months of employment 
as a peace officer in the bargaining unit. For employees in the 
Department of Natural Resources, it is the probationary period 
as defined in the Iowa Code and Administrative Regulations. 
D. Each employee affected by a reduction in force shall be 
notified in writing of layoff at least twenty (20) calendar 
days pror to the effectve date of the layoff unless budgetary 
limitations require a lesser period of notice. 
E. Affected employees shall be laid off in accordance with 
seniority, ability, and job performance. In the event ability and 
job performance are equal, seniority shall be controlling. The 
determnaton of the layoff order s subject to the grevance 
procedure commencing at Step 3. 
F. A permanent employee in a classification in which layoffs 
are to be effected may, n leu of layoff, have the optons to 
bump another less senor employee n the barganng unt, to 
be exhausted in the following order: 
1 To the same classification within the same division; 
2. To the same classification within a different division; 
3. To a classification which the employee has formerly 
occuped whle n the contnuous employment of the 
agency, provided the employee meets the qualifications 
and has left the formerly occupied classification in good 
standng; 
4. To a lower classification in the bargaining unit in the 
same department, provded the employee meets the 
qualifications. 
After the employee has elected to bump, the assgnment n the 
classification will be at the Appointing Authority’s discretion; 
however, such assgnment shall not be permtted f the result 
thereof would be to cause the bumpng of a permanent employee 
with greater seniority. To exercise the right of bumping, in lieu 
of layoff, the employee must notfy the Appontng Authorty, n 
wrtng, of such electon whch must be receved or postmarked not 
later than five (5) calendar days after receiving notice of layoff. Any 
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permanent employee dsplaced under these provsons shall have 
the right of election as provided herein.
 An employee who elects to bump n accordance wth opton  
(Artcle VI, Secton 2F) wll be placed at the top of the transfer lst 
for the district from which laid off. The employee will be eligible to 
transfer pror to any other employee who has a transfer request on 
file for that district for a period of eighteen (18) months. 
 Any employee who elects to bump to a different classification 
or the same classification in a different division, in lieu of layoff, 
shall have the right of reinstatement to the classification he or she 
formerly occupied, provided he or she meets the qualifications 
of the poston, before any other person may be promoted to, or 
a new employee hired for such classification by the Appointing 
Authority enforcing the layoff for a period of eighteen (18) months. 
Upon bumping, an employee shall retain his or her current rate of 
pay except that if such rate of pay is higher than the highest rate 
currently pad for the class to whch the employee bumps, hs or 
her pay shall be reduced to that rate of pay. Any employee laid 
off because of a reducton n force, shall be offered a poston n 
the class from whch he or she was lad off, provded he or she 
meets the minimum qualifications for the classification, before a 
new employee may be hred for such poston by the Appontng 
Authorty enforcng the layoff, f such openng becomes avalable 
wthn eghteen (8) months of the date of such layoff because of a 
reduction in force. 
1. The names of employees laid off by an Appointing Authority 
shall be placed on eligible lists. 
(a) The name of a permanent employee shall be placed on the 
recall list for the class from which he or she is laid off. 
(b) Except as provided in Article VI, Section 4, the failure to 
accept a poston when offered shall negate any further rghts 
of recall and shall be consdered as a voluntary resgnaton 
for purposes of seniority. 
SECTION 3 Voluntary Layoff 
 In the event the Employer plans to or wll lay off employees 
covered by ths Agreement, the Employer agrees to allow other 
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employees having the same job classification to volunteer for such 
layoff. If any employees volunteer, they shall be laid off in order of 
seniority. The provisions for bumping contained in the Article shall 
not apply to such volunteering employees. 
 Any voluntary layoff shall be for a perod of at least one () year, 
unless recalled earlier by the Employer. The employee shall retain 
full seniority rights during such voluntary layoff, and other benefits 
previously accrued, but shall not accrue additional benefits while 
on layoff status. 
SECTION 4 Inability to Accept a Position 
 If an employee with a disability, as defined in the Americans 
With Disabilities Act of 1990, is ineligible to bump or accept 
renstatement or recall because of the nablty, wth or wthout a 
reasonable accommodaton, to perform the essental functons of 
the job to whch the employee s renstated or recalled or to whch 
the employee elects to bump, the employee wll be placed on 
the recall lst wthout prejudce to the employee’s rght of recall 
provided above. 
ARTICLE VII
TRANSFERS 
SECTION 1 
 Employees who have permanent status, except as provided for in 
Section 5, and who desire to transfer to another position within their 
department, shall file a written request indicating that interest with 
the Office of the Commissioner for Department of Public Safety 
positions and with the Bureau Chief for Department of Natural 
Resources positions. The Employer shall notify the requesting 
employee of the status of hs or her applcaton by ordnary mal, 
postmarked within twenty-one (21) calendar days of receipt of 
the request. The Employer shall maintain transfer requests for a 
period of two (2) years from the date of submission. Employees 
may withdraw transfer requests at any time. 
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SECTION 2 
 When a vacancy is created in the bargaining unit the employer 
agrees to provde wrtten notce to all barganng unt employees 
in the same classification in which the vacancy occurred at least 
seven (7) calendar days prior to filling the vacancy. For purposes of 
notfyng State Troopers, the State Patrol shall notfy each trooper 
by mail or E-mail, if the officer provides an E-mail address. Such 
notice will include the following as applicable: a) classification, b) 
division, and c) location. Additionally, the Department of Public 
Safety vacancies will be posted via the Department’s web site. 
 The Employer will review those requests on file from any 
employee in the same classification as the vacancy who has 
indicated an interest in the specific assignment, shift or location of 
the vacancy. 
 In makng a selecton, the Employer wll take nto consderaton 
ability, job requirements, operational efficiency and seniority. If the 
senor employee’s transfer request s dened, the reason(s) for such 
denal wll be provded n wrtng to the affected employee(s) upon 
request. Any employee who is selected for transfer shall have three 
(3) work days in which to decline the offer. 
SECTION 3 
A. In the event that the vacancy is not filled by transfer of an 
employee under provsons of Secton 2 of ths Artcle, the 
Employer shall provde wrtten notce to all other barganng 
unt employees n the department at least seven (7) calendar 
days prior to filling the vacancy.  For purposes of notifying 
State Troopers the State Patrol shall notify each trooper via E-
mail if the officer provides an E-mail address, or by mail if an 
E-mail address is not provided.  Additionally, the Department 
of Publc Safety vacances wll be posted va the Department’s 
web site.  The employer will review and consider interested 
bargaining unit employees within the Department. 
B. In the event that the vacancy is not filled by transfer within the 
Department, the employer shall consder nterested employees 
in other classifications who possess the necessary training 
and ability to perform the job along with other applicants. 
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Should the vacancy be filled by an employee in a different job 
classification with a higher rate of pay, and that employee’s 
salary exceeds the maximum pay for the assigned job class, 
the salary of the employee will be red-circled for a period not 
to exceed two (2) years.
C. Should the vacancy be filled by an employee in a different job 
classification with a rate of pay that is lower than the current 
classification, i.e. a promotion, the salary of the employee 
will be adjusted to either the minimum of the classification 
to which the employee promotes or by 3.5%, whichever is 
greater.
D.  In the event the vacancy is not filled by a current employee, 
the employee shall commence employment at the mnmum 
of the appropriate salary schedule.  However, if the parties 
agree that extenuating circumstances exist, new hires may be 
granted a rate in excess of the minimum established by the 
salary schedules.  A written record of the justification for the 
advanced rate wll be retaned n the employee’s personnel 
file.
SECTION 4 
For purposes of ths Artcle, a vacancy s created: 
1. When there is an increase in the work force or the duties of 
a poston are substantally dfferent or a poston nvolves a 
dfferent geographc locaton; 
2. When any of the following personnel transactions take place 
and the Employer decdes to replace the prevous ncumbent: 
termnatons, transfers wthn or out of the barganng unt, 
promoton, reassgnment, or demoton; 
3. When a decrease in the work force occurs and the Employer 
reassgns one or more employees; 
4. When no employee has indicated a desire to transfer to a 
vacancy and the Employer fills such vacancy by reassignment 
and determines that the vacated position is to be filled; 
5. Transfers within the bargaining unit resulting from either 1, 2, 
3, or 4 above. 
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SECTION 5 
1. The applications of the procedures in this Article shall be 
limited to a maximum of two (2) transfers resulting from any 
given original vacancy. 
2. Employees eligible for transfer may not transfer under the 
provsons of ths Artcle more often than once every twelve 
(12) months. Employees not eligible for transfer, due to this 
twelve-month restriction or due to probationary status, shall 
be elgble to apply for vacances that are posted before the 
twelve-month period or probationary status ends. However, the 
employee may not actually transfer to that poston before the 
twelve-month period ends or probationary status ends unless 
mutually agreed upon. 
3. The Employer shall not be obligated for the payment of moving 
expenses for employees transferring under the provisions of 
this Article except as provided in Section 7 below. 
SECTION 6 
 The Council recognizes the right of management to reassign 
employees to meet the operational and staffing needs of the 
department. The Employer agrees that such reassignments shall not 
be made arbitrarily. 
SECTION 7 
 In the event an employee s reassgned by management, any 
moving expenses incurred shall be reimbursed in accordance with 
the rules and regulatons of the Department of Admnstratve 
Services - State Accounting Enterprise. 
SECTION 8 
 Notwithstanding the provisions of this Article if an employee 
s transferred, promoted or reassgned and ther spouse, f also a 
peace officer, requests a transfer, the employer may give preferential 
treatment to the spouse’s geographc transfer request wthout regard 
to seniority providing two vacancies exist. 
SECTION 9 
 Notwithstanding the above, in either voluntary transfer or 
reassignment by the Employer where a change in official domicile 
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is required, the employee shall have a minimum of fifteen calendar 
days notice prior to reporting to the new work location. This 
requrement may be waved by mutual agreement between the 
Employer and the employee. 
SECTION 10 Pilot Project (Department of Public Safety Only) 
 For the purposes of recrutment, the DPS may reserve vacances 
pror to the start of each annual Department of Publc Safety 
Academy. Vacancies may be reserved for a six-month period, 
begnnng ten (0) months pror to the start of the academy and 
endng at the concluson of the academy provded the vacances 
were initially posted pursuant to this Article. If a posted vacancy is 
not filled by transfer pursuant to the above sections of this Article, 
only then may the vacancy be reserved for that specific academy. All 
vacancies not utilized for that academy class will then be eligible for 
postng and transfer under the provsons of the above sectons of 
this Article. Each year the department shall notify bargaining unit 
members of the department of the pertnent dates n connecton 
with this section. 
ARTICLE VIII
HOURS OF WORK 
SECTION 1 Work Schedules (General) 
 Work schedules are defined as an employee’s assigned hours, 
days of the week, days off, and shift rotations. Nothing herein shall 
be construed as a guarantee of the number of hours of work per day 
or per work period. Only time actually worked shall be considered 
for purposes of computing overtime eligibility. 
 In those departments where work schedules are posted, changes 
n such posted work schedules shall be made only to meet the 
operational needs of the service and shall not be made arbitrarily. 
Insofar as possible, a minimum of five (5) calendar days notice will 
be provded to employees affected by a change n the posted work 
schedule. 
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SECTION 2 State Troopers Work Schedules 
 The Employer agrees to continue the present 6-2, 6-2, 5-3, 5-3 
work schedule for state troopers together with the existing rotation 
system. For the purposes of hours of work, the 6-2, 6-2 shall be 
the night shift, and the 5-3, 5-3 shall be the day shift. The shifts 
shall be eight and one-half (8.5) hour shifts. However, the present 
work schedules for Techncal Accdent Investgators assgned to 
Headquarters, Safety Education Officers, Vehicle Theft Officers, 
and Trooper Pilots shall be retained. Troopers with service of 
twenty-two (22) years or more with the Employer as a peace officer 
shall not be requred to work the mdnght shft of the rotaton 
system. 
 Troopers assigned to Post 16, except for staff assigned to the 
Governor’s Security Detail, will be assigned to a 5 day on 2 day 
off schedule, on a six-month rotation, with shifts of eight (8) hours. 
The ntal rotaton wll allow the three (3) most senor Troopers 
assgned to Post  ther electon of shft and rotaton assgnment, 
and the remanng shft and rotaton schedule shall be determned 
based on seniority.  Schedules (shift and days off) shall be selected 
and determined based on seniority as a peace officer, with the most 
senior Trooper having first selection, the next senior Trooper having 
next selection and so on until the least senior Trooper has the last 
selection. Schedules shall be rebid, in accordance with the above, 
when staffing or personnel changes occur, but no more often than 
every six months. 
 An employee may request to change his/her day or night rotating 
schedule to straight midnights retaining the 6-2, 6-2, 5-3, 5-3 work 
schedule. The request will be in writing, detailing a specific stated 
purpose, needs and expectations. Such requests will be approved by 
the affected District and Area Commanders. When the Employer or 
employee gves at least 32 days wrtten notce, an employee shall 
be allowed to re-enter the normal work schedule rotation at the 
beginning of the following schedule period. 
 Hours worked in excess of assigned shifts or hours worked less 
than a full shft on a regularly scheduled day off shall be consdered 
overtime. If an employee is called on a regularly scheduled day off 
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and ordered to work on that day, all hours actually worked shall 
be considered overtime. Insofar as possible, a minimum of five (5) 
calendar days notce shall be provded when an employee desres to 
take earned compensatory time or change their schedule. Payment 
shall be made n ether cash or compensatory tme at the dscreton 
of the Employer. The rate of payment shall be either one and one-
half (1½) times the employee’s current hourly wage or one and one-
half (l½) times the number of overtime hours worked. Employees 
must receve pror approval from ther supervsor before workng 
additional hours (overtime). 
 Employees shall be allowed to bank up to twenty-four (24) hours 
of compensatory time at any one time. Earned compensatory 
tme shall be taken at the request of the employee wth the 
approval of management in at least one (1) hour increments. The 
Employer reserves the rght to requre employees to take earned 
compensatory tme and the Employer’s requred use of accrued 
compensatory tme shall not result n a reducton of the employee’s 
banked compensatory time below twenty-four (24) hours. However, 
such time shall be in increments of at least one (1) day. Earned 
compensatory tme may be accumulated and credted to the 
employee’s account. Compensatory time not taken by the end of the 
last pay period of the fiscal year, may be converted at the current 
hourly rate of pay for the employee nvolved and pad for n cash, 
at the Employer’s discretion. All other compensatory time shall be 
carried over to the next fiscal year. 
SECTION 3 Conservation Officers Work Schedules 
 Conservation Officers shall work a non-standard (5) day work 
week with two (2) days off. 
 Compensatory time shall be earned on an hour-for-hour basis and 
placed in the compensatory time bank for all hours worked on days off. 
 Compensatory time shall be earned at a rate of time and one-half 
and placed n the compensatory tme bank for all hours worked n 
excess of one hundred seventy-one (171) hours in a twenty-eight 
(28) day period.
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 Earned compensatory time, not to exceed the first sixty (60) 
hours, shall be taken at the employee’s dscreton as ether cash or 
compensatory time. All hours in excess of sixty (60) hours shall be 
compensated n compensatory tme or cash at the dscreton of the 
Employer.
 The employee may make a request for a one tme lump sum cash 
payout for those hours earned up to sixty (60) hours, once per fiscal 
year as long as the request is made by April 1st of the fiscal year in 
which the time was earned. The cash payout will be calculated at the 
current hourly rate of pay for the employee. All hours not requested 
by the Aprl  deadlne shall be compensated n compensatory tme 
or cash at the Employer’s discretion. 
 When the Employer requires employees to take earned 
compensatory tme, such tme shall be n ncrements of at least 
eight (8) hours.
 Earned compensatory tme not pad for by the Employer or used 
by the employee by the pay perod ncludng September , shall be 
converted at the current hourly rate of pay for the employee and 
paid for in cash. 
 For the purposes of ths secton, the Employer agrees to not 
restrct accrual of compensatory tme solely for the purpose of 
avoiding payment of compensatory time as provided herein. 
 The parties recognize the right of the Employer to establish 
reasonable gudelnes and reportng procedures regardng hours 
and days worked. 
 The Employer agrees that employees shall be elgble for one 
() weekend per month off durng peak actvty seasons, provded, 
however, that employees shall work the three (3) major holday 
weekends. These three (3) weekends shall be defined as Memorial 
Day and the contguous weekend, Fourth of July and the contguous 
weekend, and Labor Day and the contiguous weekend. Nothing 
heren shall prohbt an employee from takng all or any porton 
of a major holday weekend off f mutually agreed upon by both 
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employee and Employer. Employees shall receive two weekends 
off for every month contanng four weekends and three weekends 
off for every month containing five weekends, during non-peak 
activity seasons. For Conservation Officers the non-peak activity 
season shall include at least six (6) months a year as determined by 
the supervisor. 
 Conservation Officers shall receive four (4) percent annual 
premum pay n addton to the employee’s regular pay as 
compensaton for weekends worked, for the lack of shft 
differential. 
SECTION 4 Park Rangers Work Schedules 
 Park Rangers of the Department of Natural Resources shall work 
a non-standard five (5) day work week with two (2) days off. 
The parties recognize the right of the Employer to establish 
reasonable gudelnes and reportng procedures regardng hours 
and days worked. 
 Park Rangers shall be compensated for all time actually worked. 
Overtime shall be earned at a rate of time and one-half (1 ½) and 
placed n the compensatory tme bank for all hours worked n 
excess of forty (40) hours in a seven day work week. 
 Compensatory tme accrual shall be based upon a twelve month 
period beginning April 1 and ending March 31 of the following year. 
 Earned compensatory tme shall be taken at the request of the 
employee with the approval of the Employer. In addition, the 
Employer reserves the rght to requre employees to take earned 
compensatory tme, ncludng the rght to requre the employee to 
reduce or exhaust his or her compensatory time balance between 
January 1 and March 31. When the Employer requires employees to 
take earned compensatory tme, such tme shall be n ncrements of 
at least eight (8) hours. 
 Earned compensatory tme not pad by the Employer or used by 
the employee by March 3 of each year shall be converted at the 
current hourly rate of pay for the employee and paid for in cash. 
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Park Rangers who accrue more than 90 hours of compensatory 
tme (0 hours of overtme worked) wthn the current accrual 
year (begnnng Aprl ), may request that up to 3 hours of ther 
compensatory tme balance be converted to cash and pad at the 
regular hourly rate. A request for cash may be made only once per 
year. A request for cash must be made two weeks in advance to the 
payroll/personnel office and the money will be included in the pay 
check for the pay period during which the request is made. For the 
purposes of ths secton, the Employer agrees to not restrct accrual 
of compensatory tme solely for the purpose of avodng payment of 
overtime as provided herein. 
 The Employer agrees that employees shall be elgble for one () 
weekend per month off during the peak activity season. The peak 
activity season shall be defined as May 1 through September 30. 
The employee shall work the three (3) major holiday weekends. 
These three (3) weekends shall be defined as Memorial Day and the 
contguous weekend, Fourth of July and the contguous weekend, 
and Labor Day and the contiguous weekend. Nothing herein shall 
prohbt an employee from takng all or any porton of a major 
holday weekend off f mutually agreed upon by both employee and 
Employer. 
 Days off durng the peak season shall be scheduled by the 
employees wth the approval of the Employer, provded that the 
days off are uniform across the state. The decision concerning 
the selection of days off shall be made by January 15 immediately 
preceding the peak season. The foregoing shall not prohibit the 
employee from making temporary schedule changes. 
 The regular work week for the non-peak season (defined as 
October  through Aprl 30) shall be Monday through Frday wth 
Saturdays and Sundays (weekends) off. Park Rangers shall not be 
assigned to work more than eight (8) weekends during the non-peak 
season unless otherwse mutually agreed between the employee 
and the Employer. 
 As a result of the restructurng of the Iowa State Park System, 
there are some park unts to whch more than one park ranger s 
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assigned. Where there is more than one park ranger assigned to 
the same unt of parks, those rangers assgned to such areas may, 
upon superintendent approval, select days off for peak and non-
peak seasons, which are not uniform across the state. 
Section 5 - Gaming Enforcement Officers Work Schedules 
 Work Schedules will be assigned for Gaming Enforcement 
Officers. 
 Hours worked in excess of the scheduled shift or hours worked 
on scheduled days off shall be considered overtime. Payment shall 
be made n ether cash or compensatory tme at the dscreton of the 
Employer. The rate of payment shall be either one and one-half (1½) 
times the employee’s current hourly wage or one and one-half (1½) 
times the number of overtime hours worked. 
 Employees must receve pror approval from ther supervsor 
before working additional hours (overtime). Earned compensatory 
tme shall be taken at the request of the employee wth the approval 
of management in at least one (1) hour increments. 
 However, the Employer reserves the right to require employees 
to take earned compensatory time. When the Employer requires 
employees to take earned compensatory tme, such tme shall be n 
increments of at least one (1) day. Earned compensatory time may 
be accumulated and credited to the employee’s account. 
 Compensatory tme not taken by the end of the last pay perod of 
the fiscal year shall be converted at the current hourly rate of pay 
for the employee involved and paid in cash. 
 Work schedules for Gaming Enforcement Officers shall comply 
wth the followng gudelnes: 
1. Management reserves the right to assign different work 
schedules for each riverboat. 
2. Scheduled shifts shall be a minimum of eight (8) hours in 
length, but n no case shall be greater than ten (0) hours n 
length. However, shifts up to twelve (12) hours in length shall 
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be allowed so long as the Employer provides for an extended 
weekend during each four (4) week period. Extended weekends 
shall be defined as anything which consists of more than two 
(2) consecutive days off to include Saturday and Sunday. 
3. Scheduled shifts shall be continuous in length. 
4. Scheduled shifts for an officer shall be a minimum of ten (10) 
hours apart whenever possble but at no tme shall be less than 
eight (8) hours apart. 
5. The Employer agrees to establish a work schedule for each 
rverboat that provdes for rotaton of shfts and days off to 
allow each employee to have one weekend off in every four-
week period. A weekend shall be defined as Saturday and 
Sunday. 
6. Work schedules shall not include more than six (6) consecutive 
days on duty, and n those cases where an employee s requred 
to work six (6) consecutive days, the employee shall be 
scheduled a minimum of two (2) days off following those six 
(6) days. 
7. In a posted work schedule, consecutive days of work shall be 
the same shift. 
SECTION 6 Special Agents Work Schedules 
 Hours worked in excess of 40 hours per work week, excluding 
time spent for meal periods shall be considered overtime. 
 Earned overtme shall be accumulated quarterly (each 3 calendar 
months) and credted to the employee’s account at the end of the last 
pay period of each quarter. Payment shall be made in either cash 
or compensatory tme or combnaton thereof at the dscreton of 
the employee. If paid in cash it shall be paid at the rate of one and 
one-half times the hourly rate of pay for overtime hours worked. 
If the employee chooses compensatory tme n leu of cash, the 
compensatory time shall be at the rate of one and one-half (1½) 
times the overtime hours worked. 
 Compensatory tme shall be taken at the request of the employee 
in at least 2-hour increments with the approval of the Employer. 
All compensatory tme not taken by the employee by the last pay 
period of the fiscal year shall be paid for in cash. 
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 Employees requred to be on standby wll be gven thrty (30) days 
advance notice whenever possible. Standby time when assigned 
wll be n ncrements of one () week wth employees recevng 
eght (8) hours of compensatory tme for each full week of standby 
duty. The Employer agrees that employees will not be assigned to 
standby duty more often than once every two (2) weeks. Employees 
who are not on standby status and cannot be contacted shall not 
be disciplined or discriminated against due to their nonavailability. 
However, if an employee is contacted, he or she shall be expected 
to report for duty. 
 When an employee is taking accrued compensatory time, he or 
she shall not be required to be on standby status. 
For purpose of this Section, standby time is defined as: 
Any tme that the Employer requres a Specal Agent durng ther 
off-duty hours to remain at their normal place of residence, leave 
a telephone number where they can be reached or reman wthn 
radio contact with the Iowa Police Radio System and be available 
to respond from their place of residence within one (1) hour. 
 Employees shall be assgned to other dstrcts only to meet 
the needs of the agency and such assgnment shall not be made 
arbitrarily or for disciplinary purposes. The department shall make 
every attempt to utilize Special Agents within the District prior to 
reassigning agents from other districts. 
SECTION 7 Fire Inspectors Work Schedules 
 The present Monday through Frday work schedules for Fre 
Inspectors shall be retained unless prior notification is provided the 
Council in accordance with Section 1 above. 
 Earned compensatory tme shall be taken at the request of the 
employee wth the approval of management n at least one () hour 
increments. However, the Employer reserves the right to require 
employees to take earned compensatory time.
 Hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in a work week shall 
be considered overtime. Payment shall be made in either cash or 
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compensatory time at the discretion of the Employer. 
 The rate of payment shall be either one and one-half (1½) times 
the employee’s current hourly wage or one and one-half (l½) times 
the number of overtime hours worked. Employees must receive 
pror approval from ther supervsor before workng addtonal 
hours (overtime). 
 When the Employer requires employees to take earned 
compensatory tme, such tme shall be n ncrements of at least 
one (1) day. Earned compensatory time may be accumulated and 
credited to the employee’s account. Compensatory time, not taken 
by the end of the last pay period of the fiscal year, if not paid for in 
cash, may be carried forward to the ensuing fiscal year, however, 
an employee’s compensatory time account may never exceed two 
hundred forty (240) hours. 
SECTION 8 Standby (State Troopers Only) 
For purposes of this Article standby time is defined as: 
 Any tme that the Employer requres State Troopers durng ther 
off-duty hours to remain at their normal place of residence, leave 
a telephone number where they can be reached or reman wthn 
radio contact with the Iowa Police Radio System and be available 
to respond from their place of residence within one (1) hour. 
 Members of the State Patrol who are requred to be on standby 
shall receve two (2) hours of compensatory tme or fracton thereof 
for every twenty-four (24) hour standby period. 
SECTION 9 Call-Back Time 
(Park Rangers Living in State Provided Housing and Special Agents 
Are Excluded)
 Employees (except for Park Rangers living in State provided 
housing and Special Agents) who are off-duty and called back to 
work by the Employer shall be guaranteed a mnmum of two (2) 
hours work or actual hours worked whichever is greater.
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ARTICLE IX 
WAGES AND FRINGE BENEFITS 
SECTION 1 Wages 
A. During the term of this agreement all employees eligible for 
negotiated within-range step increases shall receive automatic 
step increases in accordance with their eligibility date. The 
step ncreases shall be calculated as an ncrease of three and 
one-half percent (3.5%) on the pay schedule in Appendix A. 
[Effective July 1, 2007, the maximum pay of all pay schedules 
will be adjusted by six and one-half percent (6.5%)]
B. Effective with the July 1, 2007, pay period, all employees in 
the bargaining unit shall receive an across-the-board increase 
to their base salary in the amount of 2.0%. 
C. Effective with the July 1, 2008, pay period, all employees in 
the bargaining unit shall receive an across-the-board increase 
to their base salary in the amount of 2.0%.
D. All new officers graduating from the DPS Academy who are 
permanently assigned to District 16 will be classified for pay 
purposes as Trooper 1. The regular compensation for Trooper 1 
shall be pay grade 24.  The classification Trooper 2 was created 
and includes officers graduating from the DPS Academy 
and assigned in any District except District 16 and Trooper 
2’s assigned to the personal security team for the Governor. 
Trooper ’s who are transferred or assgned from Dstrct  
to any other State Patrol Dstrct on a permanent bass wll 
be transferred to Trooper 2. The regular compensation for 
Trooper 2 shall be pay grade 27.
 
 The Trooper 3 and Senior Trooper-Pilot classifications will 
consist of Trooper 2’s and Trooper-Pilots with 15 or more 
years of service as a peace officer with the Department of 
Public Safety; or Trooper 2’s and Trooper-Pilots with 13 or 
more years of service as a peace officer with the Department 
of Publc Safety wth an assocates degree; or Trooper 2’s and 
Trooper-Pilots with 11 or more years of service as a peace 
officer with the Department of Public Safety with a bachelors 
degree. Trooper 2’s and Trooper-Pilots will be eligible to 
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become Trooper 3 or Senior Trooper-Pilot on the first pay 
period following attainment of any of the above conditions. 
The regular compensaton for Trooper 3 shall be pay grade 27 
plus 2%. The regular compensation for Senior Trooper-Pilot 
shall be pay grade 28 plus 2%. 
E. Bargaining unit members of the Department of Public Safety 
shall be paid longevity in accordance with Iowa Code § 80.8. 
F. The job classification of Fire Inspector 1 is considered a trainee/
journey job classification in which incumbents are promoted to 
the classification of Fire Inspector 2 after eighteen (18) months 
of satisfactory performance.
Section 2 Health Insurance 
A. Group Plans & Contributions
The State agrees to contnue to provde group health and dental 
benefits to all eligible bargaining unit members.  The State shall 
offer Allance Select whch s a preferred provder opton wth ts 
cost containment features provided for in subsection B.  
B. Cost Containment
1. Introduction of a $100 emergency room co-payment, without 
consideration of any other deductible.
2. For Alliance Select, increase the health deductible from 
$200/$400 to $250/$500, increase the medical OPM from 
$500/$1000 to $750/$1500.  The deductible will apply to all 
benefits up front before insurance coverage begins
 
 Prescrpton drugs shall be covered under medcal, subject to 
deductible, coinsurance, and out-of-pocket maximum. There shall 
be no lifetime benefit maximum. The plan shall include one eye 
examination per covered person per year.
 The State shall pay the full cost of sngle coverage under Allance 
Select. The State will pay 85% of the cost of family coverage under 
Alliance Select. Council members electing family coverage and the 
State shall each share equally (50/50) in any increase or decrease in 
the monthly premiums for Alliance Select in 2008-2009.
 The State shall contribute toward the cost of dental insurance.  
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The State will continue to pay the full cost of single dental coverage. 
The State will pay seventy-eight (78%) of the cost of family dental 
coverage. Unit Council members electing family coverage and the 
State shall each share equally (50/50) in any increase or decrease in 
the monthly dental premiums in 2008-2009.
SECTION 3 Life Insurance 
A. The Employer agrees that all bargaining unit employees shall 
be elgble to partcpate n the state employees’ group lfe 
nsurance program admnstered by the Iowa Department 
of Administrative Services Human Resources Enterprise. 
Provsons of the group lfe nsurance program are as follows: 
1. Eligibility for group life insurance begins on the first day of 
the month followng thrty (30) calendar days of contnuous 
full-time employment. Full-time employees are those 
employees whose prncpal occupaton s wth the group 
polcyholder and are regularly scheduled to work at least 
thirty (30) hours per week. 
 
2. Each full time employee will be provided, without medical 
underwrtng (at no cost to the employee), wth an amount 
of group lfe nsurance, plus an equal amount of group 
accdental death and dsmemberment coverage, as ndcated 
n the followng schedule: 
AGE GROUP LIFE INSURANCE AD & D 
Under 65  $20,000  $20,000 
65-69  $13,200  $13,200 
70-74  $8,300  $8,300 
75 and over  $5,700  $5,700 
3. Each full-time employee will have the option of applying for 
supplemental lfe nsurance coverage, plus an equal amount 
of group accdental death and dsmemberment coverage 
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(to be pad by the employee) through payroll deducton as 
provded n the followng schedule:
 MAXIMUM MAXIMUM
AGE  SUPPLEMENTAL SUPPLEMENTAL
GROUP  LIFE INSURANCE AD & D
 Under 65  $30,000  $30,000 
65-69  $19,800  $19,800 
70-74  $12,450  $12,450 
75 and over  $8,550  $8,550 
80 and over  $6,000  $6,000 
4. The supplemental life insurance will be available in increments 
equal to one-sixth (1/6) of the maximum available. Employees 
may elect the number of increments desired. The initial one-
sixth (1/6) increment will not require medical underwriting 
provded the employees make applcaton wthn thrty (30) 
calendar days of their date of employment. All amounts 
above this initial one-sixth increment will require medical 
underwriting. 
SECTION 4 Insurance Premium Conversion, Dependent Care 
Spending Account and Health Care Spending Account 
A. The State agrees to continue the premium conversion plan which 
allows for employees to pay ther share of the current combned 
health and dental nsurance plans and optonal lfe nsurance 
premiums from pre-tax rather than post-tax earnings. 
B. The State will provide a dependent care program consistent with 
Internal Revenue Service (Section 125) regulations through 
which employees may elect to make a pre-tax reduction in wages 
whch wll be pad to an account from whch all dependent care 
expenses and health care costs will be reimbursed. 
SECTION 5 – Holidays 
A. The Employer agrees to provide eleven (11) paid holidays 
per year. There shall be nine (9) scheduled holidays as set 
forth below and two (2) unscheduled holidays. Unscheduled 
holdays shall be accrued on a pay perod bass and added to 
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the employee’s accrued vacaton account and shall be taken 
n accordance wth the procedures set forth n Secton  
(Vacations) in this Article. 
Scheduled Holidays:
New Year’s Day, January  
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s, Birthday, the thrd Monday n  
 January 
Memorial Day, the last Monday n May 
Independence Day, July 4 
Labor Day, the first Monday in September 
Veterans Day, November 11 
Thanksgiving Day, the fourth Thursday in November 
Friday after Thanksgiving 
Christmas Day, December 25
B. If a holiday enumerated above falls on Saturday, the preceding 
Frday shall be granted, and f a holday falls on Sunday, the 
following Monday shall be granted. 
C. The Employer agrees that employees required to work on a 
holday provded above shall be compensated for any hours 
worked on the holiday by receiving one and one-half times the 
hours worked on the holday n compensatory holday tme 
off. Such accrued holiday compensatory time may be utilized 
in one (1) hour increments. If a holiday provided above falls 
on an employee’s regularly scheduled day off equvalent 
compensatory time off shall be granted at a later date. When 
such compensatory tme off s to be granted, t shall be taken at 
the request of the employee wth the approval of the mmedate 
supervisor. Such approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 
Such tme shall lapse f not used wthn the subsequent twelve 
(12) month period, however, Conservation Officers shall 
be allowed, at all tmes, to bank up to 20 hours of holday 
compensatory time. 
D. To be eligible for holiday pay, employees must be in pay status 
ther last scheduled work day mmedately before and ther 
first scheduled work day immediately following each holiday. 
Employees shall not be elgble for holday pay durng any 
period of leave of absence without pay. 
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SECTION 6 Paid Annual Leave of Absence (Vacation) 
 The Employer agrees to provde employees wth a formal annual 
pad leave of absence plan (vacaton) as set forth below: 
A. Accrual 
1. Permanent full-time employees shall begin earning annual 
leave on their first day in pay status. After completion of 
the first six (6) months in a permanent position, employees 
are elgble for and shall be granted annual leave based on 
ther senorty date as follows: 
Annual leave shall be based upon the date of hre and accrue 
at the rate of ten (0) days each year for a full year of 
service during the first four (4) years of service; fifteen 
(15) days each year for a full year of service during the next 
seven (7) years of servce; twenty (20) days each year for 
a full year of servce after eleven () years of servce; one 
hundred seventy-six (176) hours (22 days) each year for a 
full year of servce after nneteen () years of servce; and 
two hundred (200) hours (25 days) each year for a full year 
of service after twenty-four (24) years of service. 
2. Annual leave may be accumulated to twice the annual 
entitlement. 
3. Annual leave credits in any given year shall not be earned 
for any period of absence without pay. 
4. Should an employee lose annual leave due to delayed 
reportng of annual leave taken before the employee’s 
annual leave reaches maximum entitlement, the annual 
leave lost shall be restored to the employee’s annual leave 
entitlement. 
5. Employees may convert up to fifty (50) hours of accrued 
vacaton at a rate of two (2) hours of vacaton for one () 
hour of sck leave to be placed n the employee’s sck leave 
account.  The request for vacation conversion to sick leave 
may only be made once during each fiscal year.  Any 
vacaton converted to sck leave must be used pursuant to 
the provisions of Article IX, Section 8.
B. Scheduling of Vacation 
The current departmental procedures and practces governng 
the schedulng of choce of tme and amounts of vacaton 
shall continue. Employees shall not be precluded from taking 
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vacation in increments of one (1) day. The parties recognize 
that the Employer has the rght to determne the number of 
employees within each classification and work unit that may 
be on vacaton at any gven tme; however, vacatons shall be 
granted at tmes and n amounts most desred by employees 
whenever operations permit. Once vacation periods have been 
scheduled, the Employer shall make changes n employee 
vacaton schedules only to meet unantcpated staff shortages 
or emergencies. In the event the Employer finds it necessary 
to cancel a scheduled vacaton, the affected employee may 
reschedule the vacaton durng the remander of the calendar 
year or extend the scheduling of the vacation into the ensuing 
calendar year as the employee desres, provdng t does not 
affect other employees’ vacation periods. 
If an employee is hospitalized while on his or her paid vacation, 
the porton of the pad vacaton spent n the hosptal may be 
rescheduled upon satisfactory proof of said hospitalization 
being provided to the Employer. The Employer agrees that 
employees wll not be requred to return to work durng ther 
vacation period. 
C. Catastrophic Illness Contributions 
Employees may contribute accrued annual leave to benefit 
another state employee for catastrophc llnesses of the employee 
or an immediate family member. Annual leave shall be donated 
in no less than one (1) hour increments. The contributing 
employee must identify the specific amount of time donated and 
the name of the recpent of the donated annual leave on forms 
provided by the Employer for this purpose. Annual leave used 
by another state employee pursuant to ths provson shall be 
irrevocably credited to the recipient’s donated leave account. 
SECTION 7 Family & Medical Leave 
 General Purpose: Ths Agreement establshes the rghts 
and oblgatons of the State of Iowa (herenafter the State or the 
Employer) and bargaining unit members of the State Police Officers 
Councl (herenafter SPOC) wth respect to leave for the care of 
employees and ther famles pursuant to the Famly and Medcal 
Leave Act of 1993 (FMLA) and the Federal Regulations published 
by the U.S. Department of Labor in April of 1995. In an effort to 
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apply the FMLA to the SPOC bargaining unit members, the parties 
agree to the followng: 
 Eligible Employees: To be elgble for leave pursuant to ths 
Agreement, an employee must have been employed for at least 
twelve (12) months and at least 1,250 hours during the last twelve 
(2) months mmedately precedng the date the employee requests 
and Employer agrees the leave to commence. 
 Leave Availability: It s the Employer’s responsblty to desgnate 
leave as FMLA qualifying leave. The Employer shall designate 
leave as FMLA leave when the leave qualifies for FMLA leave, 
even if the employee makes no request for FMLA leave or does not 
request the leave to be counted as FMLA leave. The Employer shall 
gve notce of the desgnaton to the employee provded for n the 
FMLA regulations. Eligible employees can take up to twelve (12) 
weeks of paid and/or unpaid leave during a fiscal year for any of the 
followng reasons: 
1. The birth of a son or daughter and to care for the newborn 
child. An employee’s eligibility for leave under this subsection 
expires at the end of the twelve (12) month period beginning 
on the date of the birth. 
 “Son or daughter” is defined as a biological, adopted, or foster 
chld, a stepchld, a legal ward, or a chld of a person standng 
n loco parents who s under eghteen (8) years of age or age 
18 or older and incapable of self-care because of a mental or 
physical disability. 
2. For placement with the employee of a son or daughter for 
adoption or foster care. An employee’s eligibility for leave 
under this subsection expires at the end of the twelve (12) 
month period beginning on the date of the placement. 
3. To care for the employee’s spouse, son, daughter, or parent 
with a serious health condition. “Spouse” includes husband or 
wife as defined or recognized under State law for purposes of 
marrage n the State where the employee resdes, ncludng 
common law marriage, in states where such is recognized. 
“Parent” means a bologcal parent or an ndvdual who 
stands, or stood, n loco parents when the employee was a 
son or daughter. “Parent” does not include in-laws or other 
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relatives unless they stood in loco parentis. 
 Persons who are “in loco parentis” include those having day-
to-day responsibilities to care for and financially support a 
child. In reference to an employee, the person who had day-
to-day responsibility for the care and financial support of the 
employee when the employee was a child. A biological or legal 
relationship is not necessary. 
4. Because of a serious health condition that makes the employee 
unable to perform the essental functons of the employee’s 
job. 
 Serious Health Condition: A “serous health condton” s 
an llness, njury, mparment or physcal or mental condton as 
defined in the FMLA regulations. 
 Health Care Provider: A “health care provider” is defined in the 
FMLA regulations. 
 Notice Requirement: 
A. When the Reason for the Leave is Foreseeable: Employees 
must gve the Employer at least thrty (30) days notce when the 
reason for the leave is foreseeable. When thirty (30) days notice 
s not practcable, the employee must gve the Employer notce of 
the leave as soon as practicable. Employees must make reasonable 
efforts to schedule a foreseeable or planned leave of absence so that 
it does not unduly disrupt the Employer’s operations. 
B. When the Reason for the Leave is Unforeseeable: When the 
approximate timing of the need for leave is not foreseeable, an 
employee should give notice to the Employer of the need for FMLA 
leave as soon as practcable under the facts and crcumstances 
of the particular case. It is expected that an employee will give 
notce to the Employer wthn no more than one or two workng 
days of learning of the need for leave, except in extraordinary 
circumstances where such notice is not feasible. In the case of a 
medcal emergency requrng leave because of an employee’s 
own serous health condton or to care for a famly member wth 
a serous health condton, wrtten advance notce pursuant to an 
Employer’s nternal rules and procedures may not be requred when 
FMLA leave is involved. 
 Once the Employer has acqured knowledge that the leave s beng 
taken for an FMLA required reason, the Employer must promptly 
(within two (2) business days absent extenuating circumstances) 
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notify the employee that the paid and/or unpaid leave is designated 
and will be counted as FMLA leave. If there is a dispute between the 
Employer and an employee as to whether paid and/or unpaid leave 
qualifies as FMLA leave, it should be resolved through discussions 
between the employee and the Employer. Such discussions and the 
decision must be documented. 
 Intermittent or Reduced Leave: An elgble employee may take 
leave to care for a famly member wth a serous health condton 
on an ntermttent bass, or on a reduced leave schedule, when a 
health care provider deems it medically necessary. This is also true 
f the employee s unable to perform the essental functons of hs 
or her job because of a chronc serous health condton, even f the 
employee does not receive treatment by a health care provider. 
If an employee requests an ntermttent leave or reduced schedule, 
the Employer may temporarly assgn the employee to an alternatve 
job with equal pay and benefits that better accommodates the 
recurring leave periods. The employee may also work reduced 
weekly or daily schedules to accommodate the recurring absences. 
If the Employer reassgns a person under these crcumstances, once 
the ntermttent or reduced leave has been completed, the employee 
shall be reassgned to the same poston the employee held pror to 
the leave or to an equivalent position as defined by the FMLA or the 
regulations promulgated thereunder. 
 Intermttent leave for the brth, adopton or foster placement of a 
son or daughter s avalable only wth the mutual agreement of the 
employee and the Employer. 
 Double Spouse Leave: When both spouses are employed by the 
State of Iowa and are elgble for leave under ths Agreement, they 
are lmted to a combned total of twelve (2) weeks of leave for the 
brth, adopton and foster placement of a son or daughter, or the 
care of a parent. 
 Medical Certification: The Employer may require a certificate 
from a health care provder to document that the employee or hs 
or her spouse, child, or parent has a serious health condition. The 
Employer may request a second opinion at the Employer’s expense 
and designate the health care provider. However, the Employer may 
not select a physcan who s employed on a regular bass by the State 
or has a contract wth the Employer for furnshng second opnons 
for Family and Medical Leave unless the employee seeking Family 
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and Medical Leave is located in an area where access to a health 
care provider is extremely limited.
 If the second opinion is different from the first, the Employer 
may require at the Employer’s own expense a third opinion from 
a provider that the Employer and employee jointly designate. The 
third opinion is binding. The Employer may require the employee 
to provide a “return to work” verification following the end of a 
leave of absence. 
 The Employer may not require certification regarding the birth or 
placement of a child. 
 Care for a famly member may merely nclude psychologcal 
comfort or reassurance, filling in for others who are also caring for 
the famly member, or makng arrangements for changes n care for 
the ill family member, as certified by a health care provider. 
The Employer shall notify the employee of the need for certification 
when approprate and shall provde the employee wth the 
“Certification of Health Care Provider” form, as prescribed by 
the U.S. Department of Labor, which is used to obtain medical 
certification for qualifying FMLA leave. The employee must return 
the medical certification to the Employer within fifteen (15) days of 
the request or, for leaves of fifteen (15) calendar days or less upon 
return to work from an absence that may qualify as FMLA leave or, 
as soon thereafter as practicable under the circumstances. 
 When the employee is substituting paid sick leave for unpaid 
FMLA leave, the certification requirements of this Agreement shall 
apply. 
 Recertification: The Employer may require recertification as 
appropriate under the FMLA regulations.
 Use Of Accrued Paid Leave: An employee may, but will not be 
requred to, substtute accrued pad leave such as vacaton or sck 
leave for any part of the twelve (2) week perod the employee s 
entitled to under this Agreement. 
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 Maintaining Health Insurance: The Employer shall mantan 
the employee’s health and dental nsurance under the group health 
plan during leaves of absences taken under this Agreement. The 
Employer shall mantan ths nsurance at the same level and under 
the same conditions as if the employee continued to work. 
Employees must contnue to pay any porton of the premums that 
they paid prior to the leave. If an employee ceases making premium 
payments, and f payments are more than thrty (30) calendar days 
late, the Employer’s obligation to maintain the insurance ceases. It 
also ceases if the employee fails to return from leave or expresses 
an intention not to return from leave. 
 If the employee does not return to work after FMLA leave for 
reasons other than a contnuance, recurrence, or onset of a serous 
health condton whch would enttle the employee to leave under 
FMLA or due to circumstances beyond the employee’s control, the 
Employer may recover health nsurance premums pad whle the 
employee was on unpaid leave. This may be accomplished through 
deductions from wages and vacation pay. 
 Employees may elect to contnue any other nsurance carred 
through the Employer at the employee’s expense. 
 Re-employment Rights: The Employer must return the 
employee to the employee’s former poston or to an equvalent 
position with equivalent employment benefits, pay, and other terms 
and conditions of employment. 
 The employee is not entitled to accrue employment benefits 
during the leave period without pay if the FMLA leave is more 
than thirty (30) days. However, the leave period will be treated as 
continued service for purposes of seniority accrual. 
The Employer may deny renstatement f the Employer can prove 
that the employee would not otherwse have been employed at the 
time reinstatement is requested. 
 The Employer shall comply with all confidentiality and privacy 
mandates of the FMLA regulations. 
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SECTION 8 Sick Leave 
A.  Accrual 
1. All permanent full-time bargaining unit employees of the 
State shall accrue sck leave at the rate establshed by the 
followng chart:
HOURS OF ACCRUED 
SICK LEAVE  RATE OF ACCRUAL 
0 - 2,000  1 day a month 
2,000 - 2,500  3/4 day/month 
2,500 and up  1/2 day/month 
2.  Employees may convert up to fifty (50) hours of accrued 
vacaton at a rate of two (2) hours of vacaton for one () 
hour of sick leave pursuant to Article IX, Section 6; A 5.
 Sck leave shall not accrue durng any perod of absence 
without pay. If an employee’s hours of accrued sick leave 
drop to a lower category as establshed by the chart above, 
the employee shall earn sck leave at the approprate accrual 
rate for that category. 
B Utilization of Sick Leave 
1. Employees may use accrued sick leave for personal illness 
(both physcal and mental), bodly njures, medcally 
related dsabltes resultng from pregnancy and chldbrth, 
or exposure to contagious disease: (a) which require the 
employee’s confinement; or (b) which render the employee 
unable to perform assgned dutes; or (c) where performance 
of assigned duties would jeopardize the employee’s health or 
recovery. 
 Sck leave may be granted only on satsfactory evdence of 
sickness or injury on the part of the employee. In the event 
the Appontng Authorty has reason to beleve an employee 
s abusng the sck leave prvlege or may not be physcally 
fit to return to work, the Appointing Authority may require 
a medical certificate or other appropriate verification. 
Employees wll be permtted to use compensatory tme off 
and/or annual leave in lieu of sick leave when they so request. 
When a holiday falls while an employee is on paid sick leave, 
the employee’s sck leave account shall not be charged for the 
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holiday period. 
2. Where death occurs in the immediate family of the employee, 
accrued sick leave may be used, not to exceed twenty-four 
hours (3 working days) for each such occurrence. Immediate 
family is defined as, and limited to the wife-husband, child, 
parents, grandparents, foster chldren, brothers (and ther 
spouses), and ssters (and ther spouses) of the employee or 
spouse; aunts and uncles of the employee; or other relatves 
residing in the employee’s immediate household. 
3. Employees may use accrued sick leave for personal medical 
or dental appontments whch cannot be scheduled at tmes 
other than during working hours. 
4. Employees may use accrued sick leave for temporary 
emergency care of ll or njured members of the mmedate 
family (as defined in paragraph 2. above) for a limited period 
of time to permit the employee to make other arrangements. 
Use of sick leave for purposes of this Section is limited to five 
(5) shifts or 40 hours, whichever is greater, per year. 
5. Sick leave shall not be used for any reasons not specifically 
set forth above. 
C. Sick Leave Accounts 
 The first ninety (90) days (720 hours) of accrued sick leave shall 
be placed in an employee’s active sick leave account. All additional 
accrued sck leave shall be placed n an employee’s banked sck 
leave account. Sick leave in an employee’s banked account may not 
be used until the active sick leave account is exhausted and only in 
the event the employee has an extended illness of at least five (5) 
working days in duration. 
D. Cancellation of Sick Leave 
 Separaton from State servce shall cancel all unused accumulated 
sick leave. However, when an employee is laid off, any unused 
accumulated sck leave shall be restored, provded the employee s 
re-employed by any agency of the State within one (1) year. 
E. Use of Sick Leave Upon Retirement 
 Upon retirement, including disability retirement, employees shall 
receve credt for all unused sck leave as follows: 
Accumulated, unused sck leave n both the actve and banked sck 
leave accounts shall be converted at current value and credted to 
the employee’s account for the purpose of payng the cost of the 
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monthly premiums of a health insurance and/or life insurance 
policy. 
 Upon written authority from or upon the death of a retired 
employee, or upon the death of an actve employee, the spouse or 
survvng spouse shall be enttled to the value of the sck leave bank 
n both the actve and banked sck leave accounts as converted n the 
prevous paragraph for the purpose of payng the cost of monthly 
premiums of a health insurance and/or life insurance policy for the 
employee’s spouse or dependents. 
 If the Carrer of ether the health or lfe nsurance polcy s not a 
current contracted Carrer wth the State of Iowa, or the Councl or 
any of its suborganizations, the employee or spouse shall be eligible 
for rembursement of a premum payment to that Carrer upon 
submsson of proof of payment as drected by the Department 
of Administrative Services - Human Resources Enterprise. If 
there s a dssoluton of marrage or dvorce, t s the employee’s 
responsblty to wthdraw ther authorty from the Department of 
Administrative Services - Human Resources Enterprise. 
F. Conversion Rights 
1. All bargaining unit employees who have accumulated a minimum 
of thirty days (240 hours) in their sick leave account and who do not 
use sck leave for a full calendar month may elect to have four hours 
(4 hours) added to their accrued vacation account in lieu of adding 
twelve hours (12 hours) to their accrued sick leave account. 
2. In the case of eligible permanent part-time employees, such 
converson rghts shall be prorated at the rate of three to one (one 
hour of vacation for every three hours of earned sick leave). 
3. Employees who have made an election pursuant to this Section 
wll be allowed to accumulate up to an addtonal twelve 
(2) days ( hours) beyond twce ther annual vacaton and 
unscheduled holiday entitlement. 
G. Work-Related Injuries 
 In the event of a work-related injury (those injuries covered by 
the Iowa’s Worker’s Compensation Law) of at least five (5) days 
in duration, the employee shall be allowed to utilize up to sixty 
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(0) days of pad leave per ncdent whch shall not be charged 
against the active or banked sick leave accounts. The employee 
must first utilize five (5) days of his or her sick leave before being 
allowed to utilize the above described sixty (60) days of paid leave. 
Employees will continue to accrue sick leave during this sixty (60) 
day period. 
 If after the above sixty (60) days paid leave the employee is still 
unable to return to work, the employee will then utilize his or her 
accrued sick leave or apply for Worker’s Compensation benefits. 
Upon request, employees may supplement Worker’s Compensation 
benefits with accrued sick leave, vacation or earned compensatory 
time; however, the total compensation received shall not exceed the 
employee’s present salary. 
 In the event the employee s unable to return to work after 
exhausting his or her active and banked sick leave account, 
the employee wll be placed on dsablty n accordance wth 
departmental rules and regulations and existing insurance 
policies. 
 Employees will not be required to exhaust their sick leave before 
applyng for dsablty retrement under the provsons of Chapter 
97A, Code of Iowa. 
 Any affected employee may also utilize his or her accrued 
vacaton leave, accrued holday leave, and earned compensatory 
time in lieu of utilizing his or her accrued sick leave. 
1. Employees who have suffered disabling injuries or illnesses, 
who have exhausted their rights to return to work under 
the provsons of ths Agreement, and who have recovered 
sufficiently to return to employment will be allowed to return 
to work upon provdng documentaton from ther attendng 
physician of their release to return to work to the Human 
Resources Enterprise. At such time they will be placed on 
the recall lst created by Artcle VI, Secton 2(F)() of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement for the class they held prior 
to their disability. 
2. In addition, the employee may also designate up to 25 other 
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classes (provided he/she meets the qualifications or passes the 
applicable Merit or Regents Merit test) and the specific counties 
to which the employee will accept recall. If the employee is 
recalled to a position in a classification which the employee 
has not prevously held, the employee wll serve a probaton 
period. If the recalled employee fails to successfully complete 
the probatonary perod the employee wll be lad off wthout 
bumpng rghts and placed on recall as descrbed above for a 
period of two years. 
3. Disabled employees who are placed on recall as described in 
paragraph 2 above, wll be offered postons n the classes 
for which qualified in seniority order along with the other 
employees on the recall list. 
4. Each employee’s sick leave account shall be credited on July 
lst of each year wth the days of sck leave prevously accrued 
by that employee.
SECTION 9 Shift Differential 
 The Employer agrees to pay, n addton to the employee’s regular 
hourly rate, a shift differential of $0.90 per hour for any regularly 
scheduled shift of which four (4) or more hours occur between 6:00 
p.m. and midnight. 
 For any scheduled shft n whch one or more hours fall between 
midnight and 7:00 a.m., the Employer agrees to pay, in addition to 
the employee’s regular hourly rate, a shift differential of $1.00 per 
hour for all hours worked on that shift. 
 Employees shall not be elgble for shft dfferentals pursuant to 
this section as a result of an extension of their regular work day into 
a shift differential period. 
SECTION 10 Higher Rank Allowance 
A. Members of the bargaining unit who are functioning as acting 
supervisors shall be granted an additional ten percent (10%) 
hourly increase for all hours spent as acting supervisors. 
B. Conservation Officers who are assigned leadworker 
responsibilities will receive an additional five percent (5%) of 
their base rate of pay. 
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SECTION 11 Per Diem 
A. A daily per diem allowance of $8.00 per day shall be paid 
to Troopers, Trooper/Pilots, Special Agents (DCI, DNE, 
Fire Marshal’s Office), Fire Inspectors 1 and 2, and Gaming 
Enforcement Officers. The Employer and the Council 
recognize that these officers are required, as a condition of 
ther employment and for the convenence of the Employer, to 
eat certain meals outside of their homes while on duty. 
B. Employees of the Department of Natural Resources shall receive 
reasonable and actual expenses incurred in the performance of 
their duties and shall have no annual ceiling. The Employer 
retans the rght to establsh reasonable gudelnes, rules and 
regulations governing expense reimbursement. 
SECTION 12 Court Allowance 
 Members of the barganng unt who are requred to appear n 
court in criminal proceedings during their off-duty hours shall be 
guaranteed a mnmum of two (2) hours or actual hours worked, 
whichever is greater. The Employer shall not change the employee’s 
schedule or scheduled shft to avod payment for court tme ncurred 
during off-duty hours without mutual consent. Payment shall be 
made n ether cash or compensatory tme at the dscreton of the 
Employer at the appropriate rate for the employee’s classification. 
Employees shall notfy ther mmedate supervsor when they are 
requested or subpoenaed to appear in court. 
 Employees shall not be precluded from retanng wtness fees 
and mileage for appearances in civil actions during their non-duty 
hours, unless such payment is prohibited by statute. 
SECTION 13 Clothing Maintenance Allowance 
 The Department of Publc Safety agrees to contnue ts present 
uniform policy together with existing cleaning allowances by 
paying a minimum of $175.00 semi-annually in December and June. 
Additionally, employees of the Department of Natural Resources 
shall have a clothing allowance of five hundred dollars ($500.00) per 
year to be utilized for ordering clothing or for cleaning of existing 
clothing.
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SECTION 14 Canine Corp 
 Each canine handler will continue to work a 6-2, 6-2, 5-3, 5-3, 
work schedule of eight and one-half (8.5) hours, consistent with 
other State Troopers. Each handler will be compensated for the 
actual tme spent n the routne care and mantenance for hs or 
her assigned animal. No overtime or compensatory time pay will 
be granted durng the performance of the canne handler’s normal 
and routine schedule, without supervisory approval. Each handler 
is expected to provide appropriate care and maintenance for the 
assigned animal on non-duty days, and on such days each handler 
shall receive cash payment for forty (40) minutes at time and one 
half per hour for such routne care and mantenance of hs or her 
assigned animal. Where the non-duty day is also a holiday, the 
handler wll receve compensaton as outlned n ths paragraph n 
addton to holday compensaton as provded for n the collectve 
bargaining agreement. When the canine handler is called out 
for canne actvtes durng other than normal duty hours, such 
compensaton wll be pad n accordance wth applcable provsons 
of the collective bargaining agreement. 
SECTION 15 Referral Bonus (Department of Public Safety) 
 On a plot program bass for the term of ths agreement, barganng 
unt members n the Department of Publc Safety wll be elgble to 
receive a referral bonus of one hundred fifty dollars (($150.00) for 
the successful referral of canddates to the Department of Publc 
Safety Academy. Upon graduation from the Academy of a referred 
canddate, the referrng barganng unt member wll receve an 
additional one hundred fifty dollars ($150.00). 
 Successful referral will be defined as an applicant that is selected 
for the Academy. 
 The employee elgble to receve a referral bonus wll be 
determned durng the applcaton process by the canddate 
dentfyng a barganng unt employee as beng responsble for 
their application. 
SECTION 16 Deferred Compensation 
 For employees eligible for Internal Revenue Code Section 
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457, deferred compensation, the State agrees to match employee 
contributions on the basis of $1 for each $2 contribution, to a 
maximum employer contribution of $75 per month. 
ARTICLE X 
HEALTH AND SAFETY 
SECTION 1 Protective Clothing 
 Agences wll contnue to furnsh protectve clothng and safety 
equipment in accordance with the present policies and procedures. 
SECTION 2 Damage To Personal Items 
 The Employer agrees that barganng unt employees may submt 
to the Employer requests for rembursement for any personal tems 
damaged in the performance of assigned duties up to a maximum 
of $150.00 per occurrence for bargaining unit members of the 
Department of Natural Resources and to the maximum set in 
Chapter 80.18 of the Code of Iowa for officers of the Department of 
Public Safety. 
 The Employer agrees that barganng unt employees may submt 
requests to the State Appeal Board for claims denied by the Employer 
or which are in excess of the amount set in paragraph one of this 
section. Such requests will be granted or denied in accordance with 
the applicable law. If the State Appeal Board requires that requests 
be submtted on specal forms, the Employer wll make such forms 
available to the employees. The employee’s immediate supervisor 
may at his/her discretion certify that personal items were lost or 
damaged in the performance of the employee’s assigned duty. The 
Employer shall make a good faith effort to expedite the claims 
submitted pursuant to this Section. 
SECTION 3 Special Equipment 
A. Upon request, left-handed employees of the Department of 
Publc Safety who are requred to carry a handgun n the 
performance of their duties, will be issued a left-handed 
holster. The style, design and wearing location of such holster 
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will be at the discretion of the Department. 
B. All Fire Inspectors shall have access to the equipment 
necessary to perform their assigned duties. Equipment that is 
not issued to each Fire Inspector will be available on a check-
out basis from the Department. Each office maintained by the 
Dvson shall be provded wth copes of the sectons of the 
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Codes which are 
applicable to Iowa as required by the Iowa Code. 
SECTION 4 Safety Committee 
 There s hereby establshed a Safety Commttee whch wll also 
function as the Departments’ Labor/Management Committee. 
The Commttee shall consst of the followng barganng unt 
representatives: one Trooper, one Conservation Officer, one Park 
Ranger, one Special Agent, one Fire Inspector and one Gaming 
Enforcement Officer. Additionally, a management representative 
from each of the respective organizational units and the 
ndvdual desgnated as the SPOC Qualty Coordnator and the 
Management representatve desgnated as the Qualty Coordnator 
of the Department of Publc Safety wll serve as members of the 
Committee. The Committee is established as a communications 
and dscusson vehcle only and shall not have authorty to bnd 
either the Council or Management. Council representatives will be 
n pay status for all tme spent n Commttee meetngs whch are 
held during their regularly scheduled hours of employment.
 
ARTICLE XI
MISCELLANEOUS 
SECTION 1 Work Rules 
 The Employer agrees to establsh reasonable work rules and such 
rules shall be applied uniformly. These work rules shall not conflict 
with any of the provisions of this Agreement. Newly established 
work rules or amendments to existing work rules shall be reduced 
to wrtng and furnshed to the Councl at least seven (7) calendar 
days prior to the effective date of the rule. For purposes of this 
Article, work rules are defined as and limited to: 
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“Rules promulgated by the Employer within its discretion which 
regulate the personal conduct of employees.” 
The Employer agrees that the Councl may challenge the 
reasonableness and unform applcaton of establshed work rules 
through the contractual grevance procedure set forth n Artcle IV 
of this Agreement. 
SECTION 2 Annual Performance Evaluation 
 The Employer agrees to conduct an annual performance 
evaluation with every employee. Such evaluation shall fairly and 
accurately cover the duties and responsibilities of every employee. 
The employee wll be provded wth a copy of the evaluaton used, 
and the Employer agrees to dscuss wth the employee any tems 
contained in said evaluation. The employee shall have the right to 
add pertnent nformaton or bref comments to any evaluaton, and 
to have such comments or information attached to such evaluation. 
The performance evaluaton system wll algn wth the Accountable 
Government Act. 
SECTION 3 Personnel Files 
A. Every employee shall have only one complete personnel file. 
The personnel file shall be maintained in the central personnel 
office of the Employer in Des Moines, Iowa. Every employee 
may, during his or her non-duty hours and during regular 
office hours of the personnel office, inspect his or her file at 
such office, and shall be allowed to make copies of anything 
contained therein. 
B. Any employee shall have the right to respond in writing to any 
adverse comment or ncorrect nformaton contaned n hs 
or her personnel file, and such comment shall be kept in the 
employee’s personnel file as long as the challenged comment 
or information remains in the file. 
C. The Employer may make duplicate copies of any personnel file. 
Such duplicate files may contain all or part of the contents of the 
original file, but shall not contain any material not contained 
in the original file. If the Employer maintains duplicate files, 
the original file shall contain the number and location of such 
duplicate file or files, and the employee may inspect such 
duplicate file upon giving the Employer reasonable notice. 
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D. The Employer agrees to keep confidential the background 
nvestgaton performed on any employees, and that such 
background nvestgaton wll not be contaned n the 
employee’s personnel file. The Employer will destroy within 
two (2) years of hiring any initial polygraph examination of 
any employee. 
E. Any written reprimand shall be removed from the employee’s 
personnel file after three (3) years. 
SECTION 4 Educational Leave 
 It is the expressed intent of the Employer to promote continued 
educaton by employees of the State and n furtherance of ths 
polcy, the State agrees to grant employees unpad educatonal 
leaves of absence consistent with existing staffing requirements. 
Nothing herein shall preclude the Employer and an employee from 
mutually agreeng to adjust the employee’s work schedule to allow 
the employee to attend classes. However, the Employer retains the 
sole discretion in the granting of such educational leaves. 
SECTION 5 Expense Reimbursement 
 The Department of Publc Safety wll submt a request to the 
Department of Administrative Services - State Accounting 
Enterprise to allow employees with out-of-state travel expenses in 
excess of $200.00 to receive an advance travel allowance of up to 
eighty (80) percent of the anticipated expenditures. The Department 
of Administrative Services - State Accounting Enterprise shall have 
final authority to either grant or deny this request. 
 The decision of the Department of Revenue and Finance shall 
apply to all members of the bargaining unit. 
SECTION 6 Issuance of Subpoenas and Notification of 
Employees 
 The Employer wll mmedately notfy any employee whenever 
the Employer receves a subpoena for the employee and wll provde 
as much advance notice as possible. Employees will not be recalled 
from vacatons for any subpoena unless personally served by due 
process of law. 
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SECTION 7 Jury Duty 
 An employee on jury duty wll be contnued on the payroll and be 
paid his/her straight time hourly rate for his/her normally scheduled 
hours of work. Upon return from jury duty, the employee shall 
present evdence of the amount receved for such jury duty and remt 
that amount to the Employer, less any travel or personal expenses 
paid for the jury service. Time spent in court and reasonable travel 
tme shall be deducted from an employee’s scheduled work hours 
for the day in question and shall be considered time worked. 
 The employee summoned as a juror shall notify his/her Employer 
immediately by memorandum attaching a copy of the summons. 
The employee shall be responsible for all subsequent notifications 
when obligated to report for jury duty. 
 An employee who reports for jury duty and s dsmssed, shall 
promptly report to work for the remander of the employee’s 
workng day, provded there are at least two (2) hours remanng n 
the scheduled work day. 
ARTICLE XII
NO STRIKE - NO LOCK OUT 
 The Councl agrees that there shall be no strke, stoppage of work 
or other concerted job acton, and n the event of any acton, the 
provisions of Chapter 20.12 of the Code of Iowa shall apply. The 
Employer n return agrees that there shall be no lock out of the 
members of the Council. 
ARTICLE XIII
GENERAL
SECTION 1 Obligation to Bargain 
 Ths Agreement represents the entre agreement of the partes 
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and shall supersede all previous agreements, written or verbal. The 
partes agree that the provsons of ths Agreement shall supersede 
any provson of the rules of the State’s mert systems relatng to 
any of the subjects of collectve barganng contaned heren when 
the provisions of such rules differ with this Agreement. The parties 
acknowledge that durng the negotatons whch resulted n ths 
Agreement each had the unlmted rght and opportunty to make 
demands and proposals wth respect to any subject or matter not 
removed by law from the area of collectve barganng, and that 
all of the understandngs and agreements arrved at by the partes 
after the exercise of that right and opportunity are set forth in 
this Agreement. Therefore, the Employer and the Council, for the 
life of this Agreement and any extension, each voluntarily and 
unqualified waives the right, and each agrees that the other shall 
not be oblgated to bargan collectvely wth respect to any subjects 
or matters referred to or covered n ths Agreement, or wth respect 
to any subject or matter not specifically referred to or covered in 
ths agreement, even though such subject or matter may not have 
been wthn the knowledge or contemplaton of ether or both of the 
parties at the time they negotiated or signed this Agreement. 
SECTION 2 Retention of Benefits 
 The Employer agrees that pror to makng any change n a wrtten 
agency-wide policy, which is a mandatory subject of bargaining 
(excluding evaluation procedures and job classifications) and not 
otherwse negotated or covered by ths Agreement, to meet and 
confer with the Council in an attempt to reach an agreement. 
 In the event the partes are unable to reach an agreement, the 
matter wll be submtted to arbtraton pursuant to Artcle IV of 
this Agreement. The sole issue to be considered by the arbitrator 
s whether the proposed change represents a deteroraton of an 
existing benefit. If the arbitrator determines that the proposed 
change does represent a deterioration of an existing benefit, the 
Employer shall not make the change.
 In the event the partes are unable to agree as to whether a polcy 
s a mandatory subject of barganng, the queston wll be submtted 
to the Public Employment Relations Board. 
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SECTION 3 Partial Invalidity 
 Should any part of ths Agreement or any provson contaned 
heren be declared nvald by operaton of law or by any trbunal of 
competent jursdcton, such nvaldaton of such part or provson 
shall not nvaldate the remanng portons hereof and they shall 
reman n full force and effect, and the partes agree to meet and 
renegotiate that portion or portions held invalid. 
 Should any provision of this Agreement jeopardize the receipt by 
the State of any federal grant-in-aid funds or other federal allotment 
of money, the provision shall be deemed invalid. However, such 
nvaldaton shall not nvaldate the remanng portons hereof 
and they should remain in full force and effect. The parties shall 
immediately renegotiate the invalid provision. 
TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT 
 The terms and condtons of ths Agreement shall contnue n full 
force and effect commencng on July l, 2007, and termnatng on 
June 30, 2009, unless the parties mutually agree to extend any or all 
of the terms of this Agreement. Upon termination of the Agreement, 
all obligations under the Agreement are automatically canceled.
 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING #1 
 The State of Iowa and the State Police Officers Council hereby 
enter into the following memorandum of Understanding: 
 Effectve July , 200, the State of Iowa wll assume admnstraton 
of the SPOC health and dental insurance contracts. SPOC and 
the State of Iowa wll jontly make all decsons affectng SPOC 
insurance. 
 SPOC shall be provded the same nformaton as the State of Iowa 
is provided on the SPOC insurance plan. SPOC shall be provided 
any addtonal nformaton, requested by SPOC, provded that there 
is no cost to the State of Iowa. 
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 The SPOC health and dental nsurance groups shall reman 
separate from all other State of Iowa groups, although there may be 
one contract that covers all the groups. 
 The contract renewal perod for ths SPOC group shall contnue 
to be on a fiscal-year basis. 
 When a SPOC member has problems with his/her health or dental 
insurance, the SPOC executive director or legal counsel shall have 
drect access to the desgnated representatve of the nsurance 
carrier to assist the member and resolve the problems. 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING #2 
 The State of Iowa and the State Police Officers Council hereby 
enter into the following Memorandum of Understanding: 
 Once an employee elects to supplement Worker’s Compensation 
benefits (in accordance with Article IX, Wages and Fringe Benefits, 
Section 8, Sick Leave, Subsection G, Work-Related Injuries) with 
accrued sck leave, vacaton, or earned compensatory tme for a 
pay perod, that electon must reman the same for the entre pay 
period. Employees must utilize one type of leave for each election 
or employees may choose not to supplement. 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING #3 
 The State of Iowa and the State Police Officers Council hereby 
enter into the following Memorandum of Understanding: 
 The partes agree to the mplementaton of mandatory physcal 
fitness testing for employees of the Department of Public Safety 
(DPS). The testing shall be a part of a physical fitness program 
(Program), agreed to by the partes, and set forth n the DPS Peace 
Officer Rules. The parties will meet and discuss, at least on an 
annual basis, the Program. Changes to the Program will be made 
only upon mutual consent of both parties. The Program will not 
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be subject to the grievance/arbitration process set forth in Article 
IV, Section 3 of this Agreement, unless the issue/grievance is 
related to any dscplne or other matters stated n other parts of 
this Agreement. Further, any change to the physical fitness testing 
program wll requre wrtten consent between the partes before 
any such change may be effective. 
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING #4 
 The State of Iowa and the State Police Officers Council hereby 
enter into the following Memorandum of Understanding: 
 The Iowa State Patrol has assembled a Drug Interdcton Team of 
State Troopers wth the goal of removng drugs from the hghways 
of Iowa. To meet the operational needs of removing drugs from 
the hghways of Iowa throughout the State, State Troopers assgned 
full-time to the Drug Interdiction Team shall continue to work the 
current flex schedule. Hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours 
per work week, excluding time spent for meal periods, shall be 
considered overtime. Overtime shall be compensated in accordance 
with Article VIII, Hours of Work, Section 2 State Troopers Work 
Schedule.

BIWEEKLY SALARY SCHEDULES
 EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2007 EFFECTIVE JULY 1, 2008
 MINIMUM MAXIMUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM
TROOPER 1 $1,356.80 $2,036.00 $1,384.00 $2,076.80 
FIRE INSPECTOR 1 $1,468.00 $2,202.40 $1,497.60 $2,246.40 
TROOPER 2 $1,526.40 $2,292.00 $1,556.80 $2,337.60 
TROOPER 3 $1,556.80 $2,337.60 $1,588.00 $2,384.00
TROOPER PILOT $1,593.60 $2,395.20 $1,625.60 $2,443.20
FIRE INSPECTOR 2 $1,593.60 $2,395.20    $1,625.60 $2,443.20
SENIOR TROOPER  $1,625.60 $2,443.20 $1,658.40 $2,492.00
PILOT
SPECIAL AGENT $1,783.20 $2,681.60 $1,819.20 $2,735.20
CONSERVATION $1,511.20 $2,271.20 $1,541.60 $2,316.80
OFFICER
PARK RANGER $1,511.20 $2,271.20 $1,541.60 $2,316.80
GAMING $1,526.40 $2,292.00 $1,556.80 $2,337.60 
ENFORCEMENT
OFFICER    
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